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a b s t r a c t
Nanoparticles with short peptides adsorbed to their surfaces often assemble into interesting structures
when suspended solution. In this paper, the interaction between a peptide adsorbed to a surface and
another peptide adsorbed to an opposing surface is studied using the lattice protein model. It is found that
the interaction strength between the two peptides generally increases as the hydrophobicity of peptides
increases. Moreover, there is a preference for hydrophobic amino acids to be neighboring hydrophilic
amino acids in cases which yield strong peptide–peptide interactions. These results provide insights for
tailoring the strength of nanoparticle–nanoparticle binding by engineering of peptide adsorbates.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Metal and inorganic nanoparticles have received extensive
attention as possible building blocks for novel nanotechnologies
[1]. While nanoparticles usually assemble into amorphous coagulates when suspended in solution [2], nanoparticles with organic
molecules or short (∼10-mer) peptides adsorbed to their surfaces
often assemble into structures with interesting shapes and properties [2–7]. The result of this assembly depends on which parts
of the nanoparticle surface the adsorption takes place [6], the
molecular structure and surface selectivity of the adsorbate [8,9],
the experimental conditions (temperature, pressure, pH, and solvent) under which the assembly process is performed [10], and
the strength of the interaction between molecules adsorbed to
opposing nanoparticle surfaces. By analogy with chemical bonding between atoms, it is possible to speak of the connection
formed between two nanoparticles via surface-adsorbed peptides
as a ‘nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond’. However, while the fundamentals of chemical bonding are well-understood, the general
principles that connect the chemical composition of the adsorbate
molecules with the strength of the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond
remain unknown.
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E-mail address: packwood@wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp (D.M. Packwood).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.md.2015.10.003
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This paper considers the interaction between two short peptides adsorbed to two opposing surfaces as a model for the
nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond described above. While this exact
situation does not appear to have been studied in the literature, peptide adsorption to a single surface has been investigated
thoroughly, especially from the point-of-view of biomedical applications [11–17]. It is now well-accepted that peptides adsorbed
to surfaces have quite a different equilibrium structure than peptides in the gas- or liquid phase [14,18,19] and the kinetics of
this adsorption process has been characterized with rate equations
for a variety of cases [14,16,17]. The adsorption strength is also
highly dependent on the amino acid sequence of the peptide [8].
These studies are proceeding toward a microscopic understanding
of surface-adsorbed and conﬁned peptides, however there remains
the outstanding practical problem of identifying peptide sequences
to achieve a strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond.
In this paper, the interaction between two peptides adsorbed
to opposing surfaces is considered from the point-of-view of
the lattice protein model (Fig. 1) [20]. We investigate how the
amino acid sequence of the peptide affects the strength of the
nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond, as measured by the interaction
strength between the two peptides. The lattice protein model is
an early model for protein folding [21,22] and continues to be
used extensively to study protein physics [23–28]. This model
treats the peptide as a string of beads, where each bead is a single amino acid. The beads reside on vertices of a cubic lattice, and
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the lattice
protein model and the Monte Carlo simulation technique utilized
here to calculate the interaction strength between the two peptides.
Section 3 presents our main results and a detailed discussion, and
conclusions are left for Section 4.
2. Methods

Fig. 1. Lattice protein model for the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond. The gray grid
represents the lower surface. The upper-surface is not shown. The two ﬁlled black
beads are ﬁxed to the lower surface, and the two ﬁlled red beads are ﬁxed to the
upper-surface.

only interactions between beads on adjacent sites of the cubic lattice contribute to the total energy of peptide. The lattice protein
model is obviously inappropriate for predicting the detailed conformation of real peptides, however it is surprisingly successful
at correlating the equilibrium stability with peptide amino acid
sequence [29]. The lattice protein model has been used to study
adsorption of single peptides to single surfaces [30] and between
surfaces [31]. With the availability of detailed atomistic molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations and quantum chemical calculations,
it may seem unnecessary to resort to the lattice protein model at
all. On the other hand, atomistic MD simulations are only useful
with a force ﬁeld which accounts for both the metal surface–amino
acid and amino acid–amino acid interactions with the same level
of accuracy. Such force ﬁelds are only just starting to appear in the
literature and are restricted to speciﬁc metal surfaces [32–35]. In
contrast, surface-amino acid interactions can be incorporated into
the lattice protein model as a set of free parameters, which provides generality in the kind of surfaces that can be studied. This
fact, as well as the relative computational efﬁciency of scanning
large libraries of peptide sequences with the lattice protein model,
makes the lattice protein model a very reasonable approach for
identifying optimal peptides for strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle
bonding. We will consider a special case where the terminal amino
acids of the peptides are immobile and in direct contact with their
respective surfaces. The situation might be relevant to the case of
cysteine-terminated peptides adsorbed to gold nanoparticles [36].
Via Monte Carlo simulations on an extensive library of randomly
generated, 10-mer peptides, we ﬁnd that in general the strength
of the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond (as measured by the
peptide–peptide interaction energy) tends to increase as the fraction of hydrophobic amino acids in the peptide increases, and tends
to decrease as the fraction of hydrophilic amino acids in the peptide
increases. These trends become more dramatic as the hydrophilicity of the surface increases. These results resemble the general
rule-of-thumb that isolated peptides in aqueous environments
tend to fold in such a way that their hydrophobic amino acids are
buried within the core of the folded protein and can interact with
each other [37,38]. Unexpectedly, we ﬁnd that in peptides which
lead to strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding, hydrophobic
amino acids are often neighboring hydrophilic or mildly hydrophobic amino acids. This may facilitate the interaction between the
two peptides by preventing the peptides from ‘folding into themselves’ and not interacting with each other. This preference for
hydrophobic–hydrophilic pairing becomes weaker as the surface
hydrophilicity increases, but nonetheless still appears important
in peptides which yield strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding.
These results therefore provide, for the ﬁrst time, a starting point
for tuning the strength of the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond by
careful engineering of the peptide surface adsorbates.

We consider two lattice proteins adsorbed to two opposing surfaces (Fig. 1). Each protein is modeled as a string of beads, where
each bead represents an amino acid [20–22]. The beads occupy
vertices of a cubic lattice and are labeled as 1, 2, . . ., where the
numbering starts at one of the terminal residues. Henceforth we
will refer to these beads as amino acids. The lower (upper) surface is denoted by S1 (S2 ), and the peptide adsorbed to S1 (S2 ) is
denoted by P1 (P2 ). All conﬁgurations of the model must satisfy the
following two conditions: the two terminal amino acids of P1 (P2 )
are always ﬁxed to S1 (S2 ); no two amino acids may occupy the
same vertex of the lattice; and no amino acid may reside at vertices
below S1 or at vertices above S2 . The ﬁrst condition is expected to
be satisﬁed for the case of cysteine-terminated peptides adsorbed
to gold surfaces [36]. Consider some conﬁguration for the model 
that satisﬁes these conditions and let Pk () denote peptide k when
the model is in this conﬁguration. The energy of conﬁguration  is
deﬁned as



ε() =

{i∼j:i,j ∈ P1 ()}

+





εij +

ui +

{i∼S1 }



{i∼j:i,j ∈ P2 ()}

ui

εij +



εij

{i∼j:i ∈ P1 (),j ∈ P2 ()}

(1)

{i∼S2 }

where the notation {i ∼ j : i, j ∈ Pm ()} denotes all pairs (of noncovalently bonded) amino acids which are contained in peptide
Pm () and reside at adjacent vertices on the cubic lattice, {i ∼ j : i ∈
Pm (), j ∈ Pn ()} denotes all pairs of amino acids which reside at
adjacent vertices on the cubic lattice such that amino acid i is contained in peptide Pm () and amino acid j is contained in peptide
Pm (), and {i ∼ Sk } denotes all amino acids that are adjacent to surface Sk . In Eq. (1), εij is the interaction energy between amino acids i
and j, and ui is the interaction energy between amino acid i and the
surface. Note that the interaction between amino acids which are
covalently bonded does not contribute to Eq. (1). The probability
that conﬁguration  occurs at equilibrium is
g() ∝ exp

 −ε() 

(2)

kB T

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The
normalizer constant (partition function) in Eq. (2) is assumed to be
unknown. The task of this paper is to estimate the peptide–peptide
interaction energy, deﬁned as
Eint = εint (),
where
εint () =

(3)



εij

(4)

{i∼j:i ∈ P1 (),j ∈ P2 ()}

is the protein–protein interaction energy when the model is in conﬁguration , and the angular brackets denotes an average with
respect to the probability distribution g() in Eq. (2).
In this paper, we estimate (3) via MCMC sampling with the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. For an introduction to this technique, the reader is referred to literature sources [39,40]. In order
to scan the conﬁguration space of the model during the MCMC
sampling, we employ shift transformations. An individual shift
transformation on amino acid l of peptide k in the direction x,
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Fig. 2. Example of the shift transformations J+0+ 17 and J+0− 19 . The axis labeling conventions are shown in the insert.
kl . With reference to Fig. 2, the shift transy, z, is denoted by Jxyz
1,7
on amino acid 7 of peptide 1 runs as follows.
formation J+0+
(i) Following the labeling convention for the axes shown in the
insert of Fig. 2, an arrow is drawn starting at amino acid 7 of
protein P1 pointing in the positive x direction and the positive
z direction. (ii) The amino acid that is connected to amino acid
7 and does not fall under the projection of the arrow drawn in
step (i) is identiﬁed. In Fig. 2, this is residue number 6. (iii) An
arrow starting at residue 6 pointing in the positive x direction
and positive z direction is drawn. (iv) Arrows on amino acids
5, 4, and so on are drawn until we reach a residue m that falls
under the projection of the arrow on amino acid m + 1. In Fig. 2,
m = 4. Then, the amino acids 7, 6, and 5 are shifted the direction of
these arrows. In this paper, we employ the shift transformations
kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl , J kl ,
J+0−
and
−0− −0+ +0+ 0−− 0++ 0+− 0−+ ++0 +−0 −−0
kl . The shift transformations are closely related to the ‘pull’ transJ−+0
formations used by other authors [31,41]. Shift transformations
are less localized than pull transformations and tend to reduce
the ‘compactness’ [22] of the peptide, which is preferable when
studying peptides adsorbed to interfaces [30]. In the MetropolisHastings algorithm, the probability of making a transition from
conﬁguration  to conﬁguration   is set to be

q(,   ) =

N, 
,
N

(5)

where N is the total number of shift transformations that are possible when the model is in conﬁguration , and N,  is the number of
those conﬁgurations that result in the conﬁguration   . The MCMC
sampling procedure was supplemented with parallel tempering to
improve the rate of convergence of the MCMC algorithm [42]. This
was implemented with 15 replicas with temperatures 298 K, 348 K,
398 K, . . ., 948 K and 998 K, respectively. All results reported here
were calculated at 298 K, which is the relevant temperature for
nanomaterials design via surface-modiﬁed nanoparticles. A script
for performing these calculations was written for R [43,44] and is
available as Supporting Information.

surface-amino acid interaction parameters for use in the lattice protein model. We therefore consider several artiﬁcial regimes for the
parameters εhydrophobic , εmild , and εhydrophilic as described in Table 1b.
These regimes cover a wide range of possible hydrophilicities for a
nanoparticle surface. MCMC sampling as described above was performed under each of these parameter regimes for 500 randomly
generated, cysteine-terminated peptide sequences containing 10
amino acids, and the interaction energy Eint was estimated for each
case using Eq. (9). Note that cysteine amino acids were not permitted to appear between the terminals when generating these
peptides. The MCMC sampling procedures were ran for 100,000
steps, and the ﬁrst 10,000 steps were dropped when calculating Eint .
This criterion was chosen after comparison with several trial simulations of 200,000 steps, each with Eint calculated by dropping the
ﬁrst 70,000 steps. These simulations showed no qualitative difference with the results reported here. In the following discussion, we
will focus exclusively on the case of an inert surface, which serves
as a baseline case, and on the case of a strongly hydrophilic surface,
which is most relevant for peptides which are strong adsorbed to
gold surfaces via cysteine terminal residues. Data for the other cases
described in Table 1b can be found in the Supporting Information.
3.1. Inert surface case
We ﬁrst consider the ‘baseline’ case of an inert surface as
described in Table 1b. Fig. 3 plots the peptide–peptide interaction energy Eint estimated from the 500 peptide sequences as a
function of the number of hydrophobic amino acids, number of
Table 1
(A) Classiﬁcation of amino acids. (B) Parameters for the surface-amino acid interaction. Energies are in units of RT, where R is the gas constant and T is 298 K.
(A)
Hydrophobic
Mildly hydrophobic
Hydrophilic

3. Results and discussion

I (Ile), F (Phe), V (Val), L (Leu), M (Met)
W (Trp), A (Ala), G (Gly), C (Cys), Y (Tyr), P
(Pro), T (Thr), S (Ser)
H (His), E (Glu), N (Asn), Q (Gln), D (Asp), K
(Lys), R (Arg)

(B)

The following calculations used the parameters shown in
Table 1a with random initial conﬁgurations. The amino acid–amino
acid interaction energies εij were assigned according to the
Miyazawa–Jernigan force ﬁeld (see Table SA of the Supporting
Information or Table 3 of Ref. [45]). In order to assign the
surface-amino acid interaction energies, we distinguish three categories of amino acid, namely ‘hydrophobic’, ‘mildly hydrophobic’,
and ‘hydrophilic’ (Table 1a). The surface-amino acid interaction
energy for amino acid ui is then set to εhydrophobic (respectively
εmild , εhydrophilic ) if the amino acid is classiﬁed as hydrophobic
(respectively midly hydrophobic, hydrophilic). While the interaction between several amino acids and several speciﬁc surfaces has
been studied in detail [46–50], we are without a complete set of

Parameter regime

Surface–
hydrophobic
amino acid (RT)

Surface-mildly
hydrophobic
amino acid (RT)

Surface–
hydrophilic
amino acid (RT)

Strongly hydrophobic
surface
Mildly hydrophobic
surface
Inert surface
Weakly hydrophilic
surface
Mildly hydrophilic
surface
Strongly hydrophilic
surface

−6.00

−3.00

−2.25

−3.00

−1.50

−0.75

0.00
−0.10

0.00
−0.25

0.00
−0.50

−0.25

−0.50

−1.00

−0.75

−1.50

−3.00
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Fig. 3. Box-and-whisker plots of the interaction energy Eint of 500 randomly generated peptides (inert surface case). Energy is measured in units of RT, where R is the gas
constant and T is 298 K.

mildly hydrophobic acids, and number of hydrophilic amino acids
in the peptide. It can be seen that, on average, the interaction
strength strongly increases (Eint tends to decrease) as the number of
hydrophobic amino acids increases in the protein, weakly decreases
as the number of mildly hydrophobic amino acids increases in the
peptide, and strongly decreases as the number of hydrophilic amino
acids increases in the peptide. These observations are sensible, as
free proteins in solution (not in the vicinity of any surface) often
fold such that their hydrophobic amino acids are buried within a
‘hydrophobic core’ and their hydrophilic amino acids are exposed
to the outside solution [37,38].
The plots in Fig. 3 show that the overall number of hydrophobic amino acids in the peptide are important for determining the
strength of the peptide–peptide interaction, however they do not
provide any insight into the role of the local amino acid sequence in
this interaction. To collect such local information, we identiﬁed the
10 peptide sequences that yielded the strongest peptide–peptide
interaction, and then identiﬁed all neighboring pairs of amino acids
that occur in these peptides. Table 2a lists all neighboring pairs
of amino acids which appeared at least two times in this analysis. It can be seen that most pairs involve one hydrophobic amino
acid and one mildly hydrophobic or hydrophilic amino acid. This
would suggest that, while having hydrophobic amino acids in the
peptide is important for obtaining strong peptide–peptide interactions, it is important for these amino acids to be neighboring mildly

Table 2a
Neighboring pairs of amino acids that occur more than once in the ten peptides with
strongest nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding (inert surface case). ‘Number’ refers to
the number of times the pair was observed. ‘Type’ refers to the hydrophobicity of the
amino acid; x = hydrophobic, y = mildly hydrophobic, z = hydrophilic. The number in
brackets refers to the number of times the ‘type’ of pair occurs (e.g., for ﬁrst row, 4
(6) means that the amino acid pair F and I appeared four times in the analysis, and
(6) means that amino acids pairs of type x and x appeared 6 times in total).
Pair
F
L
R
F
W
F
N
S
P
F
F
I
F
L
R

Type
I
K
F
S
M
K
I
W
F
T
G
L
H
E
H

x
x
z
x
y
x
z
y
y
x
x
x
x
x
z

Number
x
z
x
y
x
z
x
y
x
y
y
x
z
z
z

4 (6)
3 (16)
3
3 (12)
3
3
3
2 (2)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 (2)

hydrophobic or hydrophilic amino acids. This unexpected result is
not obvious from Fig. 3 alone. From a chemical point-of-view, it
appears preferable for the hydrophobic amino acids in these pairs
to bear aromatic side-chains, as is implied by the large number of
times F appears in these pairs. Three does not appear be any particular preference for any type of side-chain in the hydrophilic amino
acids in these pairs, due to the variety of hydrophilic amino acids
that appear in these pairs, including amino acids that engage in
hydrogen bonding (such as S), and charged amino acids (such as
K and R). This information may be useful for engineering peptides
which lead to strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonds. While it is
unclear how appropriate the lattice protein model is for predicting
speciﬁc sequences for achieving strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle
bonding, the speciﬁc amino acid pairs that appear in Table 2a might
nonetheless serve as useful starting points for engineering peptides
which yield strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonds.
The appearance of alternating hydrophobic–hydrophilic pairs
may prevent the peptides from ‘folding into themselves’ and not
interacting with the peptide on the opposite surface. First, note that
the interaction between hydrophobic amino acids is typically much
stronger than the interaction between hydrophilic amino acids. For
example, in the case of the Miyazawa–Jernigan force ﬁeld [45],
the interaction energy between two hydrophobic F amino acids is
−7.26 RT whereas the interaction energy between two hydrophilic
N amino acids is −1.67 RT. Now, consider the 4-mer X1 X2 X3 X4 ,
where the X’s denote hydrophobic amino acids. In this case, it is
possible for the 4-mer to fold into a stable conformation such that
that amino acids X1 and X4 are adjacent. The peptide would then
spend less exploring the region between the two surfaces and interacting with the peptide on the opposite surface, due to the energy
barrier needed to break the hydrophobic–hydrophobic interactions
within the peptide. On the other hand, the 4-mer X1 Y2 X3 Y4 , where
the Y’s are hydrophilic amino acids, cannot fold into a conformation such that the hydrophobic amino acids X1 and X3 are adjacent
and interacting. This peptide might be expected to spend more time
exploring the region between the two surfaces and interacting with
the peptide on the opposite surface, as the energy barrier needed
to break the hydrophobic–hydrophilic interactions within a single
peptide are relatively small. This explanation is supported by Table
S3.3 of the Supporting Information, which show that in the peptides
which yield the strongest nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding, the
third nearest neighbor combinations tend to be of the type X1 Y4
rather than X1 X4 , where the X’s denote hydrophobic amino acids
and the Y’s denote hydrophilic or mildly hydrophobic amino acids.
We now consider neighboring pairs of amino acids which
occur in sequences with very weak peptide–peptide interactions.
Table 2b lists all neighboring amino acids that appeared in the 10
peptides with the weakest peptide–peptide interactions. Similar to
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Table 2b
Neighboring pairs of amino acids that occur more than once in the ten peptides with
weakest nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding (inert surface case). ‘Number’ refers to
the number of times the pair was observed. ‘Type’ refers to the hydrophobicity of
the amino acid; x = hydrophobic, y = mildly hydrophobic, z = hydrophilic.
Pair
A
G
T
Q
P
T
R
A
R
S
D
A
S
P
A
D
K

Type
P
K
Q
D
S
P
T
N
S
T
S
K
K
R
Q
P
H

y
y
y
z
y
y
z
y
z
y
z
y
y
y
y
z
z

Number
y
z
z
z
y
y
y
z
y
y
y
z
z
z
z
y
z

5 (13)
5 (27)
3
3 (5)
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

the results described above, we often ﬁnd that the neighbors occur
in pairs of hydrophilic and mildly hydrophobic amino acids. Pairs
containing hydrophobic amino acids do not appear in Table 2b. The
occurrence of hydrophilic-mildly hydrophobic amino acid neighbors in Table 2b may be due to a mechanism similar to the one
described above; namely that the mildly hydrophobic amino acids
may increase the stability of conﬁgurations where the two peptides are ‘folded into themselves’ and have only few contacts with
the other peptide. However, it should be noted that the preference for pairs of hydrophilic and mildly hydrophobic amino acids
in this case is not as strong as the preference for pairs of hydrophobic and mildly hydrophobic amino acids described above for the
case of peptides with strong peptide–peptide interactions. In particular, there are several occurrences of hydrophilic–hydrophilic
and mildly hydrophobic-mildly hydrophobic amino acid neighbor pairs for the present case. This result suggests that the local
hydrophilicity and overall hydrophilicity are both important for
achieving weak nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding. A variety of
chemical side chains appear in the amino acids in Table 2b, including side chains that undergo hydrogen bonding (such as in T, and
S), charged side chains (such as in K, D, R), and relatively non-polar
side chains (such as in A and G), and there does not appear to be any
preference for any particular side chain chemistry in Table 2b. This
observation further suggests that it is the overall hydrophilicity of
the peptide, rather than the particular amino acids which appear in
the peptide, which determine the weakness of the peptide–peptide
interaction.
3.2. Strongly hydrophilic surface
Fig. 4 plots the interaction energies Eint estimated from the 500
peptide sequences as a function of the number of hydrophobic
amino acids, number of mildly hydrophobic acids, and number of
hydrophilic amino acids in the peptide, for the case of a strongly
hydrophilic surface. The trends observed in Fig. 4 are qualitatively the same as in Fig. 3, however now the mean interaction
energies decrease more dramatically on average as the number of
hydrophilic amino acids increases in the protein, and increase more
dramatically as the number of hydrophilic amino acids decrease
in the chain. Interestingly, there appears to be a step-decrease of
about 15 RT (on average) in the interaction strength upon going
from 5 to 6 hydrophilic amino acids in the peptide, and upon
going from 6 to 7 hydrophilic residues, the mean interaction energy
is essentially zero for all peptide sequences tested. While the

Table 3a
Neighboring pairs of amino acids that occur more than once in the ten peptides
with strongest nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding (strong hydrophilic surface case).
‘Number’ refers to the number of times the pair was observed. ‘Type’ refers to
the hydrophobicity of the amino acid; x = hydrophobic, y = mildly hydrophobic,
z = hydrophilic.
Pair
F
F
F
T
L
P
L
L
M
F
R
G
R
M
V
T

Type
T
L
I
L
A
F
L
M
F
R
S
F
M
T
A
I

x
x
x
y
x
y
x
x
x
x
z
y
z
x
x
y

Number
y
x
x
x
y
x
x
x
x
z
y
x
x
y
y
x

5 (22)
4 (13)
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2 (4)
2 (2)
2
2
2
2
2

variation in the interaction strength is particularly large for peptides with 5 and 6 hydrophilic amino acids, it nonetheless appears
that there is a transitionary behavior in the interaction strength
across the range of 4–7 hydrophilic amino acids. This suggests
that the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond strength may suddenly
decrease as the fraction of hydrophilic amino acids in the peptide
changes by a small amount. Note that the negligibly small variance in interaction strengths for peptides with 7 hydrophilic amino
acids may be artiﬁcial due to the relatively small number of peptides with 7 hydrophilic amino acids which appeared in our random
sample.
Table 3a lists pairs of amino acids which occurred in the ten peptide sequences with the strongest peptide–peptide interactions. As
was observed in the case of an inert surface, hydrophobic amino
acids paired with mildly hydrophobic or hydrophilic amino acids
feature extensively in the list. However, we also see the appearance of several hydrophobic–hydrophobic pairs, which suggests a
weaker preference for hydrophobic–hydrophilic and hydrophobicmildly hydrophobic pairing for the case of a hydrophilic surface.
In terms of the mechanism described for the inert surface case, it
may be that peptides with alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic
amino acid pairs are liable to ‘stick’ to their respective surfaces and
not interact with the peptide on the other surface; on the other
hand, if the amino acids of the peptides did not alternate in this
fashion, then the peptide would possess well-deﬁned hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. The hydrophilic regions would then
tend to stick to the surface, and the hydrophobic regions would
tend to extend into the space between the surfaces and interact
with the other peptide. Apart from this observation, the trends
seen in Table 3a are qualitatively the same as those described in
Table 2a. In particular, F again features heavily on this list, again
suggesting some preference for amino acids with aromatic side
chains in peptides with strong peptide–peptide interactions, however the preference does not appear as strong as in the case of an
inert surface, as we also see several hydrophobic amino acids with
non-aromatic side chains as well (such as in L, I, and G). Similarly
to the case of an inert surface, there does not appear to be any
particular preference for side chain chemistry for the hydrophilic
or mildly hydrophobic partner in the pair, as a variety of sidechain chemistries appear in these amino acids in Table 3a (such as
the amino acid T, whose side chain which participate in hydrogen
bonding, and the amino acid R, whose side chain is charged).
Table 3b lists neighboring pairs of amino acids that
occurred in the ten peptides with the weakest peptide–peptide
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Fig. 4. Box-and-whisker plots of the interaction energy Eint of 500 randomly generated peptides (strongly hydrophilic case).

Table 3b
Neighboring pairs of amino acids that occur more than once in the ten peptides with
weakest nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding (hydrophilic surface case). ‘Number’
refers to the number of times the pair was observed. ‘Type’ refers to the hydrophobicity of the amino acid; x = hydrophobic, y = mildly hydrophobic, z = hydrophilic.
Pair
E
E
H
K
N
R
R
Q
K
A
S
D
A
E
K
E
N

Type
R
N
E
H
P
K
H
R
A
N
Q
S
T
K
K
E
K

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
y
y
z
y
z
z
z
z

Number
z
z
z
z
y
z
z
z
y
z
z
y
y
z
z
z
z

5 (30)
5
3
3
3 (11)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 (2)
2
2
2
2

interaction for the strongly hydrophilic surface case. In comparison to the inert surface case (Table 2b), we see a clear
preference for hydrophilic–hydrophilic pairs in peptides with
weak peptide–peptide interaction strength, with relatively few
pairs containing mildly hydrophobic amino acids. No pair in
Table 2b contains a hydrophobic amino acid. Moreover, there
is a clear abundance of amino acids with charged side chains
in Table 3b (such as E, R, and H), which demonstrates a much
stronger preference for charged side chains for achieving weak
peptide–peptide interactions in the present case compared
with the inert surface. Amino acids which charges tend to have
very weak interactions with other charged amino acids (in the
Miyazawa–Jernigan force ﬁeld, the interaction energy between
two the charged amino acids R interaction is only −0.91 RT, for
example [45]), and thus peptides containing many charged amino
acids can only ever be expected to interact weakly with themselves
and each other. It is therefore very reasonable that such peptides
would stabilize by maximizing their contact with their respective
hydrophilic surfaces rather than with each other, and thereby
yielding weak nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonds.
4. Conclusions
By simulations of the lattice protein model for a large library
of randomly generated peptide sequences, we have investigated
the problem of choosing peptide adsorbates for metal nanoparticle

surfaces which lead to strong ‘nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonding’ between nanoparticles. Under the conditions employed in the
simulation, our predictions are expected to be most relevant to
the case of cysteine-terminated peptides adsorbed to gold metal
nanoparticle surfaces, in which the cysteine amino acids chemisorb
to the surface and stay ﬁxed thereafter [36]. It was found that
in general, the strength of the nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond
(measured by the interaction energy between peptides adsorbed
to opposing surfaces) increases as the fraction of hydrophobic amino acids in the peptide increases and decreases as the
fraction of hydrophilic amino acids in the peptide increases.
Just as a chemical bond can be loosely regarded as a buildup of electrons between two positively-charged nuclei, a strong
‘nanoparticle–nanoparticle bond’ between two metal nanoparticles with hydrophilic surfaces can be visualized as a build-up of
hydrophobic amino acids between two hydrophilic spheres. This
admittedly simplistic comment provides vital intuition for engineering peptides for achieving strong nanoparticle–nanoparticle
bonding and does not appear to have been posited elsewhere in the
literature. It was also found that in peptides which result in strong
nanoparticle–nanoparticle bonds, there is a weak preference for
neighboring pairs of amino acids to contain one hydrophobic and
one hydrophilic or mildly hydrophobic amino acid. As described in
the above discussion, the occurrence of hydrophobic–hydrophilic
pairing rather than hydrophobic–hydrophobic pairs may prevent
the peptides for ‘folding into themselves’ and not interacting with the peptide on the opposite surface. However, as
the surface becomes more hydrophilic, then the preference for
hydrophobic–hydrophilic pairing becomes weaker, and the occurrence of hydrophobic–hydrophobic pairs in the peptide becomes
more prominent.
The observations described above and in Section 3 provide a
valuable starting point for tailoring the nanoparticle–nanoparticle
bond strength by careful design of peptide adsorbates. The reliability of the conclusions drawn here is directly related to the
reliability of the lattice protein model and the Monte Carlo sampling
technique described in Section 2. The lattice protein model has
obvious deﬁciencies, however it provides reasonably good correlations between amino acid sequence with the stability of the folded
structure [29]. For this reason, we believe that the conclusions
described above are qualitatively sound and are broadly applicable.
The main deﬁciency of the lattice protein model is that it is poor at
describing the detailed shape of a folded protein, and for this reason we have avoided discussing the shape of the peptides in our
simulations. In the future it may be possible to perform this study
with atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, however this will
ﬁrst require the development of a force ﬁeld which can treat both
the amino acid–amino acid and variety of metal surface–amino
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acid interactions simultaneously, good hardware for scanning large
libraries of amino acid sequences, and good algorithms for relaxing the atomistic peptide structure on a reasonable time-scale. The
Monte Carlo sampling technique employed in this study utilized
the shift transformations described in Section 2. These are closely
related to the ‘pull’ transformations used by other authors to study
the lattice protein models [41]. While it is well-established that
for a single ‘free’ (i.e., not adsorbed to a surface) lattice protein,
pull transformations are ‘complete’ (i.e., are capable of scanning
the entire conﬁguration space of the model), it is currently unclear
whether this holds for the current model, which considered two lattice proteins conﬁned between two surfaces. In any case, we were
unable to ﬁnd any cases where a pair of conﬁgurations could not be
connected via shift transformations, and moreover the conclusions
that we drew above are physically sensible. We will therefore leave
the question of the completeness of shift and pull transformations
in this particular model for a future study.
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